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ABSTRACT: The theoretical background and a numerical solution procedure for a time domain hydroelastic code are 
presented in this paper. The code combines a VOF-based free surface flow solver with a flexible body motion solver 
where the body linear elastic deformation is described by a modal superposition of dry mode shapes expressed in a 
local floating frame of reference. These mode shapes can be obtained from any finite element code. The floating frame 
undergoes a pseudo rigid-body motion which allows for a large rigid body translation and rotation and fully preserves 
the coupling with the local structural deformation. The formulation relies on the ability of the flow solver to provide the 
total fluid action on the body including e.g. the viscous forces, hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces, slamming forces 
and the fluid damping. A numerical simulation of a flexible barge is provided and compared to experiments to show that 
the VOF-based flow solver has this ability and the code has the potential to predict the global hydroelastic responses 
accurately.  
KEY WORDS: Hydroelasticity; Fluid-structure interaction (FSI); Volume of fluid (VOF); CFD; OpenFOAM; Modal 
superposition. 
INTRODUCTION 
CFD simulations of free surface flows are gaining more attentions in marine, offshore and ship applications due to the 
possibility to predict loads and structural responses in realistic sea conditions. Recent publications (Kim et al., 2009; Cabos et 
al., 2011; Oberhagemann et al., 2012; Piro and Maki, 2013) have extended the capability of the simulations to account for 
hydroelastic effects as this capability is essential in order to investigate springing and slamming-induced whipping responses in 
ships. There are several aspects of the numerical implementation which needs to be addressed due to the complicated nature of 
the hydroelastic phenomena. One of them is the coupling between the structural solver and the flow solver. Although this 
coupling has been proved manageable (see e.g. Hou et al., 2012) it is still challenging to formulate an efficient and, at the same 
time, numerically stable Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) scheme. Another challenging aspect of the implementation is related 
to an energy conserving grid-to-grid mapping between the structural solver and the flow solver.    
The present work aims for extending the capabilities of OpenFOAM (an open source CFD software package, Weller et al., 
1998) to simulate springing and slamming-induced whipping responses on large vessels moving in waves in any heading. A 
theoretical description of the code is provided which covers: 
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- The VOF-based free surface flow solver formulated in an ALE (arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian) frame 
- The flexible body motion solver where the local deformation is approximated by a modal superposition of dry mode shapes 
and the rigid body motion is solved for such that nonlinearity in the rigid body motion and its coupling with the local defor-
mation is fully preserved 
- A partitioned FSI (fluid-structure interaction) scheme with the Aitken’s acceleration (Irons and Tuck, 1969) for a strongly 
couple FSI solution 
- The transferring of the displacement and fluid forces between the flow and motion solver which in the present formulation 
allows the force distribution from the fluid solver to be transferred in the modal spaces; thus eliminating the need for a grid-to-
grid mapping of the force distribution 
FLOW SOLVER 
The flow field inside the fluid domain, which contains both air and water, is governed by the solution of the incompressible 
Navier-Stokes equations with the free-surface captured by the volume of fluid method (VOF, Hirt and Nichols, 1981). The flow 
equations are written in an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian frame (ALE) as follows: 
0∇⋅ =u  (1) 
( )1 0c rt
α α α α∂ + ⋅∇ +∇ ⋅ − =⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦∂ u u  (2) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ρ ρ μ ρ∂ ⎡ ⎤+∇⋅ −∇⋅ ∇ +∇ = −∇ − ⋅ ∇⎣ ⎦∂ T Tc dptu uu u u g x  (3) 
where , , , ,dp g xαu  are the velocity field, the volume phase fraction field, the dynamic pressure field, the gravitational 
acceleration vector and the position vector, respectively. The effect of the surface tension has been neglected. The convective 
velocity cu is evaluated as c m= −u u u  where mu is the domain velocity emerged from the ALE formulation. The pressure 
dp is the pressure field without the hydrostatic pressure, defined as dp p ρ= − ⋅g x  where p  is the static pressure. The 
fluid properties p  and μ  are the effective density and dynamic viscosity for the air-water mixture defined as 
( )1w aρ αρ α ρ= + −  
( )1w aμ αμ α μ= + −  (4) 
where the subscript “ w ” and “ a ” indicate the properties of water and air, respectively. The volume phase fraction α  is 
defined according to the VOF formulation as a bounded non-dimensional value between 0 and 1, where the value 0 indicates a 
control volume filled with air and 1 if the control volume is filled with water. At the air-water interface, α  takes an inter-
mediate value between these intervals; elsewhere its value shall be either 0 or 1 exactly. Eq. (2) is the transport equation for α  
with an artificial compressive term (the third term, see Rusche, 2002) added for the purpose to aid the numerical solution to 
maintain a sharp interface. With this artificial term, there is no need for special numerical treatments of the convective terms 
(the second term) e.g. HRIC (Muzaferija et al., 1999), CICSAM (Ubbink and Issa, 1999) or complicated interface recon-
struction technique such as PLIC (Youngs, 1982). This term acts against the numerical diffusion at the vicinity of the interface 
with its compressive velocity field ru  defined to have its direction normal to the instantaneous free surface. The magnitude of 
ru , however, is not well defined and has been determined empirically. The formulation of ru  applied in this work is des-
cribed accurately in Berberovic et al. (2009).  
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The equations are discretized using body-fitted unstructured finite volume cells with a collocated arrangement of the pri-
mitive variables. The velocity-pressure coupling is handled using a variant of the PISO-scheme (Issa, 1985) which incorporates 
iterations on the convective velocity field to achieve a better accuracy, stability, and to allow a larger time step. The original 
PISO-algorithm handles the velocity-pressure coupling by first predicting the momentum using the previously known con-
vective velocity and pressure fields and second correcting the momentum at least two times through the solutions of the 
pressure equation. This is also known as the PISO-loop which is done once only in the original PISO-scheme by Issa 1985. The 
variant of the PISO-scheme implemented in the code repeats this PISO-loop several times, each time with the latest known 
convective velocity and pressure fields. In the process, the solution of the volume phase fraction is updated according to the 
latest known convective velocity. 
Before solving for the volume phase fraction and the velocity-pressure coupling, a mesh update is executed following by an 
estimation of the mesh velocity and the effective convective velocity. The internal grid points can be moved virtually arbitrary, 
see e.g. Jasak and Tuković (2006). The only requirement here is that the resulting finite volume cells must have a sufficient 
quality to preserve the stability and the accuracy of the numerical solution. For the boundary points, it is required by the body 
boundary condition (slip or no-slip) that the boundary which represents the body shall be moved according to the dynamic mo-
tion and structural deformation of the body. Without the local structural deformation a mesh update can be done conveniently 
and efficiently by moving the whole mesh rigidly according to the rigid translational and rotational motion of the body. When 
the body is considered deformable, the mesh must be either deformed keeping its topology intact or regenerated changing its 
topology to conform to the deformable body. The latter is rarely necessary for small deformations. Assuming small local 
deformations, Piro and Maki (2013) keeps the mesh rigid but still account for the local deformation in the velocity boun-
dary condition. This approach simplifies the mesh update process considerably at the cost of reducing the accuracy of the 
body boundary condition since the computational mesh is no longer fitted to the deformable body. This approximation may 
be proved sufficient for many practical applications with small local deformation and the benefit not having to deform the 
mesh may be compelling. In the present work, however, it is emphasized that the mesh is kept fitted to the deformable 
body and the body boundary condition is sought to be satisfied accurately. 
Solution algorithm for the flow solver 
The solution algorithm for the flow solver is presented here to ease the forthcoming discussion on the fluid structure 
interaction algorithm. The need for the information on the updated location of the fluid-structure interface is emphasized here as 
this information is essential for the mesh update procedure and for determining the mesh velocity of the ALE frame. Hence, 
given a new location of the fluid-structure interface (hereafter denoted as fsix ) the solution algorithm for the fluid-flow solver 
proceeds as follows: 
1. Update mesh according to fsix  and evaluate mesh velocity, mu  
2. Update the effective convective velocity c m= −u u u  
3. Solve Eq. (2) for the volume phase fraction α  
4. Update u  and p  using the PISO algorithm 
5. Repeat from 2 until convergence 
The mesh update is done explicitly given fsix . At time index 1n + , even though 1nfsi+x  is updated through e.g. the itera-
tions of a partitioned FSI (fluid-structure interaction) scheme, the mesh velocity mu  are evaluated only from 
n
fsix  (i.e. the 
interface location from the previous time index) and the latest provided 1nfsi
+x . This constraint exists due to the formulation of 
the flow solver which assumes that the fluid domain is already known. Hence, any motion of the domain and its boundary must 
be imposed before carrying out the numerical evaluation of the flow field.  
STRUCTURAL SOLVER 
There is a need for an accurate model to predict the motions and structural responses of a large flexible vessel in waves. The 
vessel may experience large rigid body motions (e.g. heave, roll and pitch) while the elastic deformations may be assumed to be 
small. Indeed, the assumption of small elastic deformations has been the principle argument for neglecting any inertia coupling 
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between the rigid body motion and the small elastic deformations. Seng et al. (2012) accounts for the flexibility of the hull 
girder using the classical non-uniform Timoshenko beam. The governing equations for the Timoshenko beam are solved using 
the classical modal superposition method (Jensen, 2001). The formulation uses dry modes for the modal superposition and the 
orthogonality between the modes creates a system of the linear differential equations in the modal coordinate. These equations 
are coupled only through the external forcing terms which contain the contribution from the added mass of water. While this 
added mass can be approximated by an explicit model, the numerical solution of the free surface CFD can account for it 
implicitly. The fluid action of the structures is evaluated directly from surface integration of the total fluid pressure with the 
viscous shear stress included if deemed necessary. The downside is that the implicit evaluation of the added mass comes at a 
cost of larger computational effort since the implicit evaluation often requires several iterations until the results have converged 
to a tight tolerance. Nevertheless, the implicit evaluation of the fluid actions on the structural part is one of the key attractors for 
using the free surface CFD approach. 
Different formulations exist to describe the dynamic of a deformable body. These formulations describe the same dynamic 
system but are different in terms of different frame of references: inertial frame, corotational frame, and floating frame. Wasfy 
and Noor (2003) provide an excellent review of these formulations. In the inertial frame formulation, the global inertial frame 
of reference is applied to describe any motions. In the co-rotational frame formulation, a local coordinate system is attached to 
every element of the finite element model and the motions are described in relation to these local frames. In the floating frame 
formulation, a local coordinate system is attached to the body and any local deformation on the body is described in relation to 
this frame. The floating frame formulation is a popular choice (see Shabana, 2010) because it is the most practical to apply in 
connection with a linear modal superposition technique to reduce the number of equations from several thousands to only a 
few corresponding to the number of the selected mode shapes. It is also possible to use mode shapes and natural frequencies 
from experiments directly in the formulation hence avoiding a numerical modelling of the mode shapes. The floating frame 
formulation has been chosen in this work and the governing equations shown below aim at providing a clear view of the vari-
ous terms. 
Consider any point on the deformable body, the position vector r written with respect to the earth fixed inertial frame is  
=r R+ Au  (5) 
The notation is adopted from Shabana (2010) where an overline is used to indicate the relation to the local frame. The origin 
of the local coordinate system is located at R  and the corresponding transformation matrix is A . In the undeformed state, the 
position vector of a point written in this local frame is denoted by 0u . The local deformation associated with this point is 
denoted by fu  and approximated by means of the Rayleigh-Ritz method as f f≅u qΦ  , where ( )f f t≅q q  is the vector 
containing the time-dependent generalized coordinates; Φ  is the mode shapes matrix containing k  number of deformation 
modes [ ]1 2, , , kKΦ Φ Φ . The position vector written in the local frame is written as 
0 f= +u u qΦ  (6) 
The time derivative (denoted by an overdot) of r  provides the absolute velocity and the kinetic energy T  can be written 
1 1
2 2
T
T
V
f f
T dVρ
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= = ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
∫
& &
& &
& &
R R
r r M
q q
ω ω  (7) 
where ω  is the angular velocity of the orientation angles of the local frame written with respect to the local frame. The dot 
denotes the time derivative; ρ  is the material density and the integral is performed over the volume V . When using the 
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distributed mass formulation, the matrix M  will become a consistent mass matrix and the integral will depends on the type of 
the finite elements applied to discretize the body. 
.
T
T
TV V
dV pdV
sym
ρ
⎡ ⎤−⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= − − = ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
∫ ∫
%
% % % % %K
K
I I I Au A
M Au Au u u u
A A
Φ
Φ
Φ Φ Φ Φ
 (8) 
The system mass matrix is symmetric. Hence, only the upper parts are shown here and the “sym” denotes that the lower part 
can be obtained by the symmetry. The symbol I  denotes the (3 × 3) identity matrix. The tilde found in the expression denotes 
the skew-symmetric matrix operator which is defined as 
3 2
3 1
2 1
0
0
0
u u
u u
u u
−⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥= × = −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦
%u u  (9) 
The system mass matrix can be simplified considerably if the location of the local coordinate system is selected such that its 
origin coincides with the center of gravity of the body in the undeformed state. Hence,  
                              0 00 0
V V
u dV u dVρ ρ= ⇒ =∫ ∫ %  (10) 
It shall be emphasized that this equality does not require the origin of the local frame to remain attached at the center of 
gravity when the body has been deformed. Further simplification is obtained through an appropriate use of the modal super-
position principle. The selected mode shapes shall be dry modes corresponding to free vibration in vacuum. The mode shapes 
are derived under a free vibration without supports i.e. without any surface traction acting on the surface of the body. Under this 
condition, Sherif et al. (2012) show that the system mass matrix reduces to  
T
f
T T TV
f
= dVρ
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∫
0 0
0
0
% % %
%
I
M u u u
u
Φ
Φ Φ Φ
 (11) 
Due to the orthogonality of the selected mode shapes, the components T
V
dVρ∫Φ Φ  will reduce to a diagonal matrix. When  
the mode shapes are mass normalized, this diagonal matrix will reduce to the identity matrix. The final equation of motions are 
derived from the Lagrange’s equations  
T T T
d T T U =
dt
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂− + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠&
G 0
q q q
 (12) 
where G  is the generalized external forces and 
TT T T
f⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦q = R qθ  is the generalized coordinates containing the location 
and orientation of the body frame of reference and the modal coordinates which describe the local deformation on the body. 
The elastic energy U  is written as 12
T
fq K q , where fK  is the structural stiffness matrix. The final equations of motion can 
be written in the standard notation as 
[ ] =⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
0 0 0 0
0 0
&& &M q + q + q G + Q
C K
 (13) 
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where the system mass matrix is given in Eq. (11) and the structural damping is included in terms of modal damping. The 
orthogonality of the mode shapes produces diagonal form of the structural stiffness and damping matrices. There is no artificial 
damping added to the rotational rigid degree of freedom. The damping for the translational or rotational rigid body degree of 
freedom appears only in terms of the implicit fluid action on the structure. The symbol Q  is the quadratic velocity terms 
containing the contribution from the centrifugal and the Coriolis effects. 
( )
( )
( ){ }
( )
( ){ }
2
2 2
2 2
2 0
2 2
f
f f
V V
T T
f f
dV dV+ ρ + ρ
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤− −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥+ +⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
∫ ∫
% % &
& &% % % % % % % %
% % & % % &
A u A u
Q u uu u uu
u u u u−Φ −Φ
ω ω
ω ω 2 ω ω ω 2 ω
ω ω ω ω
 (14) 
The first row in the above expression vanishes due to the use of dry mode shapes and the local frame attached to the center 
of gravity at the undeformed state. The generalized external forces G  can be derived using the variational principle of virtual 
work which yields 
( )
( )
T
V
T T
dV
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∫ %
f
G u A f
A fΦ
 (15) 
where f is the external force distribution acting on the body which contains both the volume force due to the gravitational 
acceleration and the fluid action on the body. The formulation requires f to be expressed in the global inertial frame of 
reference which is very convenient since the surface integration of the pressure and viscous shear stress obtained from e.g. the 
free surface CFD method are usually readily expressed with respect to the global inertial frame of reference. 
From Eqs. (10)~(15), it can be seen that the equations for R , i.e. the translation of the origin of the local floating frame, are 
uncoupled from the rest of the system of equations. However, the system mass matrix is time variant and contains an inertia 
coupling between the structural deformation and the degree of freedoms for the rotational motion of the local floating frame. 
This coupling is nonlinear and causes additional complexity in the design of the numerical solution algorithm. Therefore, these 
inertia coupling are commonly neglected and at the same time making the system mass matrix time invariant by neglecting the 
time dependent mass moment of inertia. The approximate system mass matrix is 
0 0
T
TV
dVρ
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥≅ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∫
0 0
0 0
0 0
% %
I
M u u
Φ Φ
 (16) 
This approximation is equivalent to the approximation where the small local deformation is superimposed on the gross rigid 
body motions with the exception that the influence of the local vibrations on the rigid body rotations is retained within the 
quadratic velocity terms Q . In the present paper, however, a numerical solution algorithm has been designed to solve the 
equations of motion in the form as presented in Eq. (11) i.e. all components of the system mass matrix are accounted for. 
Evaluation of the orientation of the local floating frame  
The orientation matrix A  is required in Eq. (15) to transform the force vector f  into the local floating frame of reference. 
In this work the rotational coordinates are described by Euler parameters, [ ]0 1 2 3 Te e e e . The use of Euler parameters has 
an advantage over the Euler angles since problems with singularity does not exist. However, the four Euler parameters must 
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always obey the unity constrain; i.e. T = 1e e . The time derivative of this constrain is T = 0&e e . The relation between these 
Euler parameters and ω  (the angular velocity expressed in the local frame) is cf. Shabana (2010), 
( )1 1
2 2
T= =&e E H eω ω  (17) 
where the matrix E  and the operator H  are defined as 
1 0 3 2
2 3 0 1
3 2 1 0
e e e e
e e e e
e e e e
− −⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥= − −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥− −⎣ ⎦
E      ;    ( )
1 2 3
1 3 2
2 3 1
3 2 1
0
00
0
0
T
ω ω ω
ω ω ω
ω ω ω
ω ω ω
− − −⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥−⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥= =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦
%H
−ωω ω −ω  
Eq. (17) must be carefully integrated to avoid the violation of the unity constraint. In the present work, a second order 
midpoint integration scheme is designed to obey the unity constraint exactly. Using the definition &ω = θ , Eq. (17) can be 
integrated by part from time n  to 1n + . The result is  
11 1
2 2
n
T T
n
dt
+⎡ ⎤= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ∫ &e E EΔ Δ θ θ  (18) 
The delta-operator Δ  is defined here as the increment value between time n  and 1n + . For instant, 1n n+= −e e eΔ . The 
result presented in Eq. (18) is exact. However, a numerical evaluation requires an approximation to the last term. The choice 
here is that the variation of θ  over the time interval is approximated as ( )1 2n n++θ θ . Applying this approximation, a 
simple arithmetic manipulation yields an update scheme written as 
( ) ( )4
1
16 8
16
T
n nT+
− Δ Δ + Δ= + Δ Δ
I H
e e
θ θ θ
θ θ   (19) 
This is an explicit scheme where the four Euler parameter can be updated given the increment Δθ  which can be obtained 
directly from a numerical integration of &ω = θ  . The symbol 4I is the (4 x 4) identity matrix and the H  operator defined 
previously has been applied to simplify the expression. It can be easily verified by inserting Eq. (19) in the constraint equation 
to show that the following recursive expression is valid for any increment of Δθ   
1 1n n n n
T T
+ + =e e e e  (20) 
Therefore, the unity constraint is satisfied exactly given that the initial value for the four Euler parameters is valid and obeys 
the unity constraint exactly. Once the four Euler parameters have been evaluated, the orientation matrix A  can be evaluated as 
shown in Shabana (2010).  
A numerical solution of the coupled equations of motion  
A numerical solution algorithm is sought for the following system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations 
V V
dV dVρ =∫ ∫&&R f  (21) 
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( )
( )
( )
( ){ }
2
2
+
ρ ρ
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥+ + = +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
∫ ∫ ∫
&% % % %%&% % %
% &&& % % &
TT f
f
T T T T T Tff ffV V V f
dV dV dV
+
0 0 0 0
0 C 0 K
u uuu A fu u u
qq qu A f u 2 u
Φ
Φ Φ Φ Φ −Φ
ω ω 2 ωωω θ
ω ω
 (22) 
Eq. (21) shall be treated as a nonlinear systems since the added mass of water will be evaluated implicitly within the 
external force distribution f . With an iterative algorithm, it will be necessary to introduce an under-relaxation scheme into the 
algorithm to prevent numerical instability which can occur when there is a strong added-mass effect; see e.g. Causin et al. 
(2005). A predictor-corrector scheme e.g. a second order Adam Bashforth Moulton method or the classical 4th-order 
Runge-Kutta scheme can be applied directly to Eq. (21). However, it is important to mention that the evaluation of f can 
be an extremely resource-demanding task; especially with a finite volume free surface CFD method. Therefore, the 
intermediate solutions required by the Runge-Kutta scheme may need to be evaluated using approximated value for f e.g. 
through interpolation which will unavoidably reduce the order of the Runge-Kutta scheme. 
Eq. (22) is rearranged to exploit the diagonal structures of damping and stiffness matrices as well as the terms T
V
dVρ∫Φ Φ   
which will become an identity matrix when using mass normalized mode shapes. With simple manipulations Eq. (22) can be 
rewritten as 
( ) ( ) ( )2 ˆT T T Tf f f f f
V V V V
dV dV dV dVρ + 2 ρ ρ⎡ ⎤− = + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫ ∫ ∫ ∫&% % % % & % % % % % % &&u u u u u A f u uu u qΦΦ Φω ω ω ω  (23) 
ˆT T T
f f f
V V
dV dVρ ρ= −∫ ∫ % &&& &&q q uΦ Φ Φ ω  (24) 
where ˆ f&&q  in the above expressions is defined as 
( ) ( ){ }2ˆ T T Tf f f f
V V
dV + dVρ= + − −∫ ∫ % % &&& &q A f u 2 u Cq KqΦ −Φ ω ω
 
A numerical solution for Eq. (22) is challenging to formulate since the system mass matrix may become badly con-
ditioned due to the fact that the total mass moment of inertia is usually several order of magnitudes larger than the identity 
matrix of the terms T
V
dVρ∫Φ Φ . A scaling can be applied to the equations to improve the conditioning number. In the present  
work, however, the approach is to solve Eq. (22) in two sequential steps using the formulation shown in Eq. (23) and (24). In 
the first step, Eq. (23) is solved by imposing the latest known fq and f&q . The solution of Eq. (23) provides an estimate of the 
angular acceleration &ω  needed for solving Eq. (24). Eqs. (23) and (24) are solved iteratively in this sequence using e.g. the 
second order Adam Bashforth Moulton method. 
STRONGLY COUPLED FSI SCHEME 
The FSI algorithm applied in the present work can be classified as a strongly coupled partitioned scheme which operates in 
a predictor-corrector manner. Within the corrector step, an inner iteration with under-relaxation is introduced to satisfy the 
coupling condition at the interface. The partitioned approach lets the flow solver and the structural solver to operate alternately 
until a dynamic equilibrium is achieved. The alternating sequence is very flexible in a sense that it provides the possibility to 
apply a wide range combination of flow and structural solvers. For instant, the present structural solver can be replaced by a full 
FEM analysis or the classical non-uniform Timoshenko beam model. 
Both the flow and the structural solvers are, however, mutually reliant on each other. The solution process for the flow sol-
ver requires information on the location of the interface (hereafter denoted as fsix ) provided by the structural solver. Vice versa, 
the solution algorithm of the structural solver needs the fluid force distribution on the interface (hereafter denoted as fsif ). 
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Consider the solution at time index 1n + . The fluid force distribution nfsif  and the location of the interface nfsix  at time 
index n  are known and assumed to satisfy the dynamic equilibrium. The FSI solution algorithm starts by estimating 1nfsi
+x , i.e. 
the location of the interface at time index 1n + . At this stage the structural solver provides an explicit solution of the displace-
ment which involves executing the structural solver based on the known force distribution from the previous time step. The 
algorithm implemented in the present work performs a second order extrapolation on the force distribution to obtain the first 
estimate of 1nfsi
+f . The choice to include this extrapolation is motivated by the expectation that the numerical solution of 1nfsi
+f  
from the flow solver can be several orders of magnitude slower than the solution process to obtain 1nfsi
+x . A good first guess for 
1n
fsi
+f  may help to reach convergence faster. 
Once, the very first estimate of 1nfsi
+x  is known the algorithm proceeds on to obtain a new estimate of 1nfsi
+f . This new 
estimate of 1nfsi
+f  is now no longer a simple extrapolation but it is evaluated from executing the flow solver based on the 
information on 1nfsi
+x . The process iterates until the changed in 1nfsi
+x  is smaller than a very tight tolerance. To obtain a good 
numerical stability it is important to introduce a fixed or a dynamic under-relaxation within this iteration. There is a strong need 
to keep the number of iterations as small as possible; especially due to the use of the free surface CFD method for the fluid flow. 
Hence, the fixed under-relaxation is considered inferior to the dynamic one. Here, the classical Aitken’s algorithm (Irons and 
Tuck, 1969) has been applied to accelerate the convergence. The relaxation of the Aitken’s algorithm is applied to 1nfsi
+f  after 
3 estimates of its value have been obtained. The extrapolation performed within the predictor step counts as one. The first 
iteration of the corrector step counts as two. Hence, the Aitken’s algorithm can be applied already on the second iteration of the 
corrector steps and beyond. The scheme is 
( ) ( )11 1 1 1k kn n k kfsi fsi w δ++ + + += +f f  (25) 
where w  is the adaptive relaxation coefficient and the superscript “ k ” is the index number of the iteration. Initially, the under-
relaxation coefficient is set to 1 and the subsequence update is evaluated as 
( )
( ) ( )
1
1
1 1
min 2, max 0,
Tk k k
k k
Tk k k k
w w
δ δ δ
δ δ δ δ
+
+
+ +
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟= −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟− −⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (26) 
where the δ -operator is defined as 
( ) ( )11 1 1k kk n nfsi fsiδ ++ + += −f f  
The min() and max() functions limit the relaxation coefficient w to interval [0, 2]. The value of w is allowed to exceed 1 up 
to 2 since an over-relaxation is possible. The present FSI scheme can be summarized as follows: 
 
The predictor: 
1. iteration 0k = : extrapolate for ( )01nfsi+f   
2. use ( )1 knfsi+f  in the structural solver to obtain ( )1 knfsi+x  
3. use ( )1 knfsi+x in the flow solver to obtain a new estimate ( ) 11 knfsi ++f  
4. check for convergence: done if ( ) ( )1 01 1
2
n n
fsi fsi tolerance
+ +− <f f  
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The corrector: 
5. iteration 1k =  : repeat step 2 & 3 to obtain ( )11nfsi+x  and ( )21nfsi+f  
6. check for convergence: done if ( ) ( )1 01 1
2
n n
fsi fsi tolerance
+ +− <x x  
7. iteration 2k = : relax ( )21nfsi+f  i.e. Eqs. (25) ~ (26) and repeat step 2 & 3 to obtain ( )21nfsi+x  and ( )31nfsi+f  
8. check for convergence: done if ( ) ( ) 11 1
2
k kn n
fsi fsi tolerance
−+ +− <x x , otherwise increases k  and repeats from 7 
 
This predictor-corrector scheme is applied at every time step. The performance of the algorithm and the number of the 
iteration required to reach the converged solution may depend strongly on the effect of the added-mass, the size of the chosen 
time step and the specified tolerance. In the numerical example presented in this paper, the iteration converges at 3 ~ 5=k . 
The algorithm converges rarely at 0k = , therefore the convergence check based on the force distribution at step 4 can be 
skipped. 
FSI INTERFACE 
The FSI interface acts as a platform for transferring information between both solvers. On the fluid side the fluid force 
distribution is calculated and transferred to the structural side. The structural solver receives the force distribution and calculates 
the displacement of the interface which is then transferred back to the fluid side. This transferring operation is complicated by 
the often very different resolutions of the discretization applied in both solvers. Typically, the finite volume discretization in the 
flow solver requires a much finer resolution than the finite element discretization applied in the structural solver. Furthermore, 
the level of modelling detail may not be the same. Consider a large vessel, for example, the structural solver may include not 
only the hull but also superstructure in the model. The flow solver, on the other hand, does not need to model the superstructure 
since the fluid action on the vessel is mainly related to the wetted surface of the hull. This may seem easy to overcome since one 
can simply select the wetted surface of the hull to be the FSI interface. However, the mesh update procedure in the flow solver 
needs not only the displacement of the wetted surface but also the displacement of the deck floor which may have been 
simplified by a flat cover for the wetted hull and therefore does not match with the FEM model exactly. In some cases, not even 
the wetted surface is matching between the two solvers. This missing information must be determined e.g. through interpola-
tions or extrapolations in three dimensional spaces. The interpolation process is further complicated by the irregularity of the 
unstructured grid. The transferred information shall satisfy the coupling conditions which are 
( ) ( )fsi fsiS F=x x  (27) 
( ) ( )fsi fsiS F=& &x x  (28) 
( ) ( )fsi fsiS F⋅ = ⋅n nσ σ  (29) 
where the subscripts " "S  and " "F  denote the structural and the fluid mesh respectively. The surface unit normal vector of 
the FSI interface is denoted by n  and the surface stress tensor is σ . The first two conditions, Eqs. (27) ~ (28), express the 
kinematic continuity across the FSI interface, i.e. displacement and velocity of the FSI interface shall match exactly. The last 
condition, Eq. (29), expresses the dynamic continuity which requires that forces acting on the FSI interface shall be exactly the 
same on the two meshes. These conditions are satisfied when displacement of the FSI interface and the force distribution are 
transferred using a fully energy conserving method. The transferring operation can be done through e.g. an energy conserving 
grid-to-grid mapping; however, it is worth noticing that the force distribution projected into the modal spaces does not require a 
mapping operation. 
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Transferring the nodal displacement and velocity 
The structural solver provides the nodal displacement and velocity of the FSI interface on the structural mesh. The objective 
is to determine the equivalent displacement and velocity on the fluid mesh. In the global inertial frame, any node on the struc-
tural mesh is determined by Eq. (5). The same formulation can be applied to the nodes of the fluid mesh. Therefore, it is 
sufficient to transfer the mode shapes to the fluid mesh. This is a one-time transfer operation done at the initialization phase of 
the simulation. The mode shapes are transferred from the structural mesh to the fluid mesh using a grid-to-grid mapping method. 
The grid-to-grid mapping will depend strongly on the type of the finite element used in the structural solver. For example, a 
mapping from a beam element is very different from a mapping from a shell element. The mapping procedure described here 
assumes that the FSI interfaces in both meshes are given as triangulated surfaces. Hereafter the triangulated surface of the FSI 
interface on the structural mesh will be called “the source” and on the fluid mesh “the target”. Both the source and the target 
surfaces are generally considered non-matching and they are assumed to be overlapping. 
Ideally, the total coverage of the source and the target surfaces is exactly the same. This is possible if the FSI interface is a 
planar surface. For a general non-planar surface the coverage is not necessarily the same due to the different resolution of 
discretization. Therefore, a projection of the target points onto the source surface is performed. Then, the local triangle on the 
source surface is identified for each of the projected points for the purpose of interpolation. In the present work this interpolation 
is done linearly over each local triangle. The error induced in this transferring process will affect the implicit evaluation of the 
added mass of water. In a comparison to other approaches where the added mass is evaluated at infinitely high frequency, it is 
reasonable to presume that the first order accuracy obtained from the present linear interpolation is sufficient. Nevertheless, a 
higher-order interpolation can be very well applied here and one can easily justify the need for a higher-order scheme; e.g. the 
order of the coupling schemes cannot exceed the order of the interpolation scheme. Hence, the linear interpolation selected in 
the current work will limit the accuracy of coupled solutions to first order. 
The point projection method described here is not versatile enough to be used in all simulation cases since it requires that the 
source and target surfaces are fully overlapping. In the case where a partial overlapping occurs the projected points may lie 
outside the coverage area of the source surface causing a failure when identifying the triangle for the interpolation. A nearest 
triangle cannot be used here since an extrapolation (which is much less reliable) must be performed. As an alternative to this 
point projection method, a general point cloud interpolation in three dimensional space based on radial basis functions (RBF, 
Bos et al., 2013) could be selected. The interpolation based on RBF is well known for being versatile and have been used for 
representing a three dimensional body where the provided mesh is incomplete; see e.g. Carr et al. (2001). 
Transferring the force distribution 
The equations of motion need the force distribution f from the flow solver. Farrell and Maddison (2011) provide a very 
efficient grid-to-grid transfer based on the local Galerkin projection method. An implementation of the algorithm is provided by 
the OpenFOAM software package and has been considered in the present work. A grid-to-grid transfer must satisfy the 
dynamic continuity on the FSI interface presented in Eq. (29) and the algorithm presented by Farrell and Maddison 2011 works 
well for the case where the source and target surfaces are fully overlapping. In the partial overlapping case, the implemented 
algorithm loses its energy conserving property. This can be easily confirmed by comparing the total force and total moment 
evaluated on the fluid mesh and the structural mesh. 
Eq. (21) requires the force distribution for the integral 
V
dV∫ f  which is basically the total force on the structure. This total 
force can be evaluated in the fluid mesh. Similarly, Eq. (22) requires f for evaluating the forcing terms ( )T
V
dV∫ %u A f  and 
( )T T
V
dV∫ A fΦ  which are projections of the force distribution onto the modal spaces. This term can be evaluated in the fluid  
mesh as well. Hence, there is no need for a direct transfer of f . This indirect transfer of the force distribution provides a very 
competing alternative to the grid-to-grid transfer. The only drawback seems to be that it is less efficient to evaluate these 
integrals in the fluid mesh since this mesh can be much finer than the structural mesh. Moreover, the nonlinear dependency 
between the rotation degree-of-freedom and the flexural modal amplitudes may require these integrals to be evaluated several 
times within each request for a structural solution. Nevertheless, the performance lost may be negligible in a comparison to the 
overall performance of the flow solver. 
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
The present hydroelastic code is applied to simulate a flexible barge which was presented in Malenica et al. (2003). The 
experimental model is made of 12 buoyance pontoons attached to 6 mm steel plates at the deck level. The length, width and 
height of the pontoon are 1.9 m, 0.6 m, and 0.25 m, respectively. These dimensions hold for all pontoons except the foremost 
pontoon which is different as sketched in Fig. 1. The clearance between each pontoon is 0.015 m creating an overall length of 
2.445 m and a draught of 0.12 m. Measured responses under decay tests are presented in Malenica et al. (2003) in terms of 
vertical displacement at 6 locations along the barge; see Fig. 1. These decay tests were performed by lifting the foremost 
pontoon to a prescribe level and then release it spontaneously to let the barge floats and vibrates transiently. In the present 
numerical simulation, the modal coefficients corresponding to the initial configuration are obtained by applying a least square 
fitting formulated from Eq. (5), 
1
1 01 11 1 1 1
2 022 2 2 2
0
T TT TT T T T
TT T T T
f fic ic
TT T T T
j jf f f f
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 (30) 
where the subscript “ic” denotes the estimated initial configuration and the integer “j” denotes the number of the available 
measurements. The information on the rigid body rotation is provided within the transformation matrix A ; hence Eq. (30) is a 
non-linear least-square fitting problem. The solution provides not only the modal coefficients fq  but also the position of the 
local coordinate R  and the corresponding transformation matrix A . The estimated initial displacements are shown in Fig. 2.  
 
 
Fig. 1 A sketch of the flexible barge, cf. Malenica et al. (2003) and Remy et al. (2006). Vertical displacement are 
measured at 6 locations: p1(2445 mm), p3(2035 mm), p5(1625 mm), p7(1215 mm), p9(805 mm), p11(395 mm). 
 
 
Fig. 2 The least-squared fits of the initial vertical displacement (normalized by draught D = 0.12 m and LOA=2.445 m). 
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A FEM model of the flexible barge consisted of beam and shells elements is created in the commercial FEM software 
ANSYS and a modal analysis of the FEM model is performed with a lumped mass approximation. Fig. 3 shows the 2-node and 
3-node modes where it is observed that the pontoons are discretized with shell elements and connected rigidly to the steel plates 
without any contact between them. The gaps between the pontoons (15 mm) are limiting the allowable local deflection that can 
be transferred to the CFD mesh. In total, 9 flexural dry modes are selected to describe the local deformation of the barge. Only 
the vertical vibrational modes are selected. The numerically predicted eigenfrequencies for 2~4-node modes are presented in 
Table 1. The experimental values for the damping ratio associated with dry modes are not available. In the present simulation 
the modal damping for the 2-node mode is set to 0.5% of the critical damping ratio. This damping ratio is purely for the internal 
structural damping which for the current setup is due to the structural damping in the two steel plates at the deck level. The 
damping associated with the hydrodynamic of the fluid including the additional damping which may appear due to the small 
gaps between the pontoons is captured implicitly in the free surface CFD flow solver. 
 
 
Fig. 3 2-node (top) and 3-node (bottom) dry mode shapes evaluated by the FEM model.  
There is no contact constraint in the FEM model. Hence, the small gaps (15 mm) between  
the pontoons are limiting the allowable deflection which can be transferred to the CFD mesh. 
 
Table 1 Numerically predicted dry-mode eigenfrequencies.  
Vertical dry modes Eigenfreq., [Hz] 
2-node 0.94 
3-node 2.34 
4-node 4.02 
 
The CFD mesh is created with unstructured split-hexahedra cells. The hexahedral cells in the far-field region have an edge 
length of 0.2 m. A cell refinement inside the domain is defined in terms of refinement level relative to this edge length. A 
refinement level n, by this definition, has an edge length of 0.2 2nm , e.g. a refinement level 3 has an edge length of 
approximately 30.2 2 0.025= m . A refinement of level 5 (an edge length of approximately 0.625 mm) is set on the surface of 
the barge. The cells in the vicinity of the barge are refined based on their distance to the barge. In total, four regions are refined 
at distances: 0.1 m (level 5), 0.15 m (level 4), 0.5 m (level 3), and 1.5 m (level 2). The free surface cells are refined to level 3 in 
the horizontal directions and up to level 6 in the vertical direction. With this configuration, the smallest free surface cells have a 
cell height of 3.12 mm. Lengthwise, there are two layers of cells in the gaps between the pontoons. Due to the symmetry, only 
half of the barge is modelled and the total number of cells in the domain is 1.26M cells where 90k of these cells are located on 
the surface of the barge. With the same configuration, two more refined meshes are generated by simply reducing the edge 
length of the far-field region from 0.2 m to 0.175 m and 0.15 m which yield the two more meshes of sizes 1.72M cells and 
3.07M cells, respectively. The results are presented in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. 
The overall size of the computational domain is 4.5 times LOA in length, 0.75 times LOA in width and 0.8 times LOA in 
height. A size view of the CFD mesh is presented in Fig. 4. The gaps between the pontoons are kept in the CFD mesh such that 
the surfaces which represent the barge in the CFD mesh and in the FEM mesh are fully overlapping. Hence, the point projection 
method and the linear triangular interpolation are applicable and have been applied for interpolating the selected mode shapes 
from the FEM surface mesh to the CFD surface mesh. 
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The spatial scheme selected for the fluid solver is a 2nd-order upwind scheme. However, the 1st-order implicit Euler has been 
selected for the temporal scheme due to its favorable numerical stability. The size of the time step is adjusted adaptively based 
on a maximum local Courant number of 0.6. This choice produces a variation of time step size between 0.001 sec. ~ 0.0035 sec. 
The simulation runs in parallel on a modern HPC cluster using 32 computed cores from 4 nodes where each computed node 
consists of two Intel Xeon X5550 (@2.67 GHz) CPUs. Depending on the required number of FSI iterations, the execution time 
needed to complete each time step vary between 15 sec. ~ 40 sec. (for mesh 1.72M). The total execution time needed to com-
plete a simulation of 5 sec. physical time is approximately 18 hours for mesh 1.72M. 
A snapshot of the free surface (at time 0.5 sec. after the barge has been released) is presented in Fig. 5 showing the radiation 
waves generated upon the release of the barge. These waves propagate rapidly toward the boundary of the computational 
domain. A reflection of these waves will interfere with the flow field around the barge. In the simulation relaxation zones have 
been attached to the boundaries of the computational domain with the purpose to absorb these radiation waves. The boundaries 
to the front and to the rear of the barge have a relaxation zone of 1.5 m in length attached to them. The boundary to the port side 
of the barge has a relaxation zone of 0.6 m. Further details on the methodology and the performance of the relaxation zone are 
presented in Jacobsen et al. (2012). 
 
 
Fig. 4 A side view of the fluid mesh. Three meshes have been generated  
using this configuration: 1.26M, 1.72M and 3.07M cells. 
 
 
Fig. 5 A snapshot (at time 0.5 sec.) of the free surface elevation showing waves radiating away from the barge  
when released. Due to symmetry the simulation accounts for haft of the barge only, and here, the results are post-
processed to show both sides of the symmetry plane. The isolines show the free surface elevation in millimeters. 
 
 
Fig. 6 Simulated heave and pitch compared to the measurements. Heave is normalized by the draught D=0.12 m. 
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In Figs. 6 and 7, the time series of the calculated heave, pitch and modal coefficients ࢗ௙ are compared to their experi-
mental equivalents. The experimental values for heave and pitch are not directly measured, but extracted from the measure-
ments of the vertical displacements at the 6 locations (see Fig. 1) using the least-square fitting method, Eq. (30), applied with the 
current numerically estimated mode shapes. Hence, the presented experimental values for heave, pitch and ࢗ௙ are dependent 
on the supplied numerical mode shapes. On Fig. 6, it can be clearly observed that although there is a similar trend, the predicted 
heave is slightly smaller than the measurement during the first cycle of the transient vibration. The same is true for the pitch 
angles. These discrepancies may be related to the fact that the supplied natural frequencies of the 3-node modes and higher (see 
Fig. 7) may not agree with the experiments. Indeed, a correct evaluation of the natural frequencies will require a better know-
ledge of the structural details for the pontoons and the two steel plates. In the present simulation the mass distribution is esti-
mated purely from the 0.12 m draught and the stiffness of the beams are adjusted such that the natural frequency of the 2-node 
mode agrees. The numerically predicted natural frequency for the 3-node mode is found to be too low. 
 
 
Fig. 7 Numerical results of the modal coefficients compared. with the values extracted from the measurements. 
 
 
Fig. 8 Vertical displacements measured at 6 locations (see Fig. 1); the vertical  
displacements are normalized by the draught D=0.12 m. 
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On the other hand, the amplitudes of the modal coefficients agree reasonably well with the measurements. This implies that 
the imposed structural damping (0.5%) is sufficiently accurate and the fluid damping which are evaluated implicitly within the 
forcing terms from the flow solver are accurately predicted. However, due to the implicit nature of the numerical procedure it is 
not practical to quantify the hydrodynamic damping for further analysis. 
Fig. 8 shows the vertical displacement measured at 6 positions along the barge at the deck level (as shown in Fig. 1). The 
locations p3, p7, and p11 are close to the vibrational node of the 3-node mode. Therefore, the contribution from the 3-node mode to 
the deflection at these locations is limited. It is clear that the agreement between the calculated and the measured displacements 
is generally good here and much better than other locations (p1, p5, and p9) where the influence of the 3-node mode is strong. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A time-domain hydroelastic code for evaluating the global hydroelastic responses on flexible vessels has been developed by 
combining a VOF-based free surface flow solver and a flexible-body motion solver in a strongly couple partitioned FSI scheme. 
The motion solver approximates the local linear elastic deformation of the structure through a modal superposition of the dry 
mode shapes and preserves the nonlinearity in the rigid body motion and its coupling with the local deformation. A numerical 
example is given on a simulation of a flexible floating barge undergoing a transient vibration due to a non-zero initial displace-
ment. The numerical results agree satisfactory with the measurements; especially the responses associated with the 2-node 
mode due to the correct prediction of the natural frequency. These results show that the present hydroelastic code has the poten-
tial to accurately predict the global hydroelastic responses of vessels including slamming and springing. There is, however, not 
yet enough evidence to conclude that this potential has been realized. Further work shall be concentrated on a more systematic 
validation study in a challenging environment such as e.g. hydroelastic responses in waves where slamming and springing 
responses are likely to occur. 
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